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The Wait List Is the Hardest Part
By SAFFA KHAN

Chapel Hill, N.C.

AFTER nearly 12 years of school, hours of SAT prep and tutoring and $70 per college application, I thought
I would finally get some relief this month. I thought I’d get a straight answer from colleges at least — a yes
or no. But instead I got on the wait list. In fact, I landed on four wait lists.

I’m far from alone. Universities are increasingly using wait lists to cope with the growing number of
applicants, and the resulting uncertainty about how many will accept their offers of admission. The number
of students placed on the Yale wait list rose 21 percent this year, even though last year, the school admitted
only seven applicants out of 769 on the list. I’m one of the nearly 3,400 students on Duke University’s wait
list, meaning that of its 27,000 applicants, about 12 percent are in suspense.

My generation happens to excel at waiting. We’ve gotten used to it. Waiting for the economy and our
parents to recover from the global meltdown, waiting for the Internet to get faster and Apple to unveil its
next product, waiting for the wars to end, for health care reform to happen or not happen ... and now,
waiting for colleges to make up their minds.

Of course the wait list has a purpose. It allows colleges, as Duke explains, to “fine-tune” the size and
makeup of each class. If spaces do become available, they don’t necessarily go to the most deserving
applicants on the wait list, but to those who happen to be underrepresented in the acceptance pool — for
one school it might be math majors, for another, Midwesterners.

But the wait list also prolongs the holding pattern of teenage life. To many of us, rejection is a foreign
concept, and colleges seem to think that our tender egos prefer a maybe to a flat-out no. Yes, getting wait-
listed does soften the blow for some overachievers with flawless transcripts — the ones who agonize over
College Confidential and other Web sites for college-bound students.

The university is acknowledging, to a degree, your suitability for being part of its class of 2014, and you’re
able to hang on to an iota of hope. But the truth is that the chances of actually making it into that class are
slim to none, and these expanding wait lists ultimately make the college application process even more
unbearable.

Do colleges really need to have 1,000 students in reserve to fill out a handful or even a hundred spaces? As
a practical matter, colleges can’t eradicate the wait list, but they could certainly limit it to a more reasonable
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size. At the same time, they could work on increasing their ability to accommodate the rising number of
deserving applicants.

Whether we like it or not, rejection is a reality — and we should learn to live with it before graduating into
the working world. Eventually, we need a straight answer from the grownups who decide our fates.

I, for one, am tired of waiting.

Saffa Khan is a senior at Cary Academy.
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